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The appointment was set for early morning in South Tel Aviv. Dan
Greenberg, a sales manager for an elevator installation company,
assumed that he was headed for a routine business meeting.
Dan is swept into a whirlwind of events when he realizes that a radical
organization called the Rising is attempting to recruit him into its ranks.
The attempts to recruit him are disrupting his routine and threatening his
life. Following the surprising morning meeting, he is suddenly unsure if
the events occurring around him are coincidental, or the result of careful
planning. Dan would soon learn that there are those who are interested in
his unique talents and are trying to take advantage of them.
The organization is trying to influence him to take actions that serve their
own interests. The struggle between Dan and those trying to manipulate
him intensifies and touches the lives of many people. Slowly, the reader
is exposed to the dark recesses of the fascinating, convoluted and unusual
story until the amazing ending.

Avichai Schmidt, formally a staff member of the Israeli Broadcasting
Authority. As long time member of the national authority, he traveled the world
extensively. His intimate familiarity with different places, their unique corners
and lifestyles, has enabled him to leave his personal mark in his accurate
descriptions of worldwide events. The diverse, fascinating and unusual
characters in his stories are influenced by his travels.

Blind Mission is Avi Schmidt’s first book. Despite being a work of fiction,
there is no doubt that the turn of events presented in this book has caused
many sleepless nights for politicians and citizens alike.
Following the accurate description of security gaps in 'Blind Mission' security
services around the world changed their methods of operation.
The book has received rave reviews and great interest in the media.

This book is a work of fiction. All characters and events in this
novel are fictitious. Any resemblance to persons living or dead,
or to real events, is purely coincidental. Likewise, any depiction
of Israeli governmental bodies or agencies is solely the product
of the author's imagination.
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